(Intercessions can be spoken or chanted.)

1. Lord, our God, give us hearts of wisdom and grace to this world and who suffer, the
2. Gracious God, gather in peace the peoples of who prophesies the beauty that
3. Faithful God, give us eyes to see you in those who lead us and
4. Wondrous God, instill in teachers such beauty that
5. Saving God, inspire artists and poets to create who died and
6. Holy God, give wisdom to those
7. Loving God, welcome home in mercy all who
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Note: Often the Universal Prayer contains so many words that it fails to hold people's focus of attention. Singing these intercessions helps, but care must still be taken to make the prayers brief and to the point. When composing alternate petitions, note that this setting consists of two main phrases. It will facilitate matching the text to the music if the new petitions match that format.
pray, O Lord. All: Lord, hear our prayer.
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